
Effortlessly generate unique and meaningful identifiers 
which reference any field in Dynamics 365?
Mission accomplished. 

What is MISSION: Auto Number?
Instead of generating just a random number, why not create a meaningful one? With MISSION: Auto Number you can – it’s the first and only 
solution which enables you to effortlessly generate unique and meaningful identifiers for Dynamics 365.

Need to reference the last name field in your identifier, want to include a date and ensure your identifiers are all uppercase, no problem! With 
MISSION: Auto Number you can create unique identifiers capable of supporting the naming conventions of your organization, without the need 
for custom code. 

MISSION: Auto Number provides the following features:

MISSION: Auto Number is the only solution which 
allows you to reference and include other fields in 

your identifier enabling you to generate 
meaningful identifiers for your organization.

How does MISSION: Auto Number accelerate your business?

At MISSION CRM, we believe deploying new software should speed you up, not slow you down. So MISSION: Auto Number is designed to:
• Generate identifiers which are not only unique, but legible by an end user – no more random letters and numbers!
• Works seamlessly with your system, eliminating development time because its built from the ground up on the Dynamics 365 platform 
• Accelerate adoption with its intuitive interface and familiar processes; all documented step-by-step in our downloadable Client Guide, 

available online at our support portal, https://help.missioncrm.ca, as well as free help desk ticket support

Visit apps.missioncrm.ca for your free 30-day trial
To purchase MISSION: Auto Number email sales@missioncrm.ca 
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Generate meaningful identifiers
Reference and include other fields in your        

identifier to generate meaningful identifiers.

Reference any field 
Reference text fields and option set fields.             

And reference any currency, whole number or 
decimal number fields. 

Set Triggers
Trigger the identifier on create, update or even 

upon status change of a record.

Follow GP, NAV or AX 
To ensure continuity across your organization, 
MISSION: Auto Number allows you to follow 

your pre-existing conventions in GP, NAV or AX.

Choose your date format
Implement your choice of multiple North 

American and European style date formats. 

Effortlessly generate IDs
Generate unique incremental identifiers and 

multiple identifiers for a single entity. 


